
Using Power Automate Flow

to Cleanse Your Dataverse



Brief Introduction

Dave Carr, President, Visionary Software 

 Microsoft VAR Partner since 2004, selling CRM 1.2 

 Microsoft ISV partner since 2006

 Developed & sold “VAST” to c360, (Renamed to c360 Audit)

 Currently offer “Visionary Rules” - a JavaScript generator on AppSource

 Here today as a Power Platform advocate and a huge fan of Power 
Automate

Today’s material can be found on our website:

http://visionaryrules.com

http://visionaryrules.com/


Key Takeaway

Power 

Automate

(what has 

replaced 

‘Workflow’) 

and

Dynamics 365 

Dataverse

(what used to be 

called CRM)

are a 

powerful 

combination

especially

when you 

use the 

strengths of 

each tool!



Business Problem: 

Data Degradation

 Dataverse data can violate your business rules

 E.g. Data imports and integrations can skirt rules enforced in your UI

 Certain browsers may not run the JavaScript that enforces your rules

 Garbage data keeps increasing

 Leads that were immediately disqualified may still exist in your database

 Contacts with nothing but a last name still show up in queries 

 Humans don’t like to follow Rules 

 Rules change 

 As a result, it becomes increasingly difficult to detect and fix data 
anomalies 



Solution Overview

 Create a Dynamics 365 advanced find query to find data 

anomalies, and data that should be ‘cleansed’

 Use that FetchXML advanced find query as the source of a 

Power Automate flow ‘List rows’ action

 Power Automate flow will then 

 Loop through each record returned by your advanced find query 

and either fix or notify someone to fix the data anomaly

 Record the results in custom Dataverse tables

 Email the results to the Admin

 Begin to take control of your data in a systematic way!



It’s Easy!

 Create any advanced find (or use the FetchXML Builder)

 Download the FetchXML

 Open it in Notepad

 Paste it into a List Rows step

You can now do whatever is needed with each row returned 

by that query



Solution Architecture:

Custom Dataverse Tables

The DAP entity is the “driving table”.  One 

record contains one “Data Audit job 

specification” in the form of Advanced Find 

XML (or SQL)

The DAE entity contains fields that enable the 

Power Automate job to generically process 

requests for different entities.

Each time a DAP job is run one DAJ log will be 

created.

For each data anomaly, or record to be 

deactivated or deleted, a DAD record is 

created.



DAP: 

Data Audit Parameter table

 Create a custom entity in the Dataverse

 One row for every Data Audit job (or FetchXML Query)

 Create a view (this one shows the Data Audit jobs that will run today)

 Key Fields include the Entity, Operation to Perform, Run Frequency and the 

“Query” field!



Data Audit Driving Query

 Which DAP job to run each time the Power Automate program runs is determined 

by an advanced find query

 A DAP record will be selected to run if any of these statements are true:

 It is a Daily job

 It is a Weekly job that was last run more than 6 days ago

 It is a Monthly job that was last run more than 1 month ago

Just copy the FetchXML for this 
query , and use this in the ‘List 
Rows for DAP’ action



Data Audit Process Flow Diagram



Data Audit Process Summary

 Outer Loop: “List rows” (DAP records, one per query)  

“Apply to each”

 Create a DAJ Audit record (what DAP was run?)

 Run the Query (to find the data anomalies) 

 Inner Loop:  “List Rows” using the FetchXML from the advanced find query!

“Apply to each”

 Process the Operation: Deactivate, Delete, Notify 

 Create DAD Rec (one for each record returned by the advanced find 
query)

 Update DAJ (# recs)

 Send email when done



Diving into the Flow: 

(1) Outer Loop



Decision 1: 

Trigger: Nightly job

 You can start, or trigger, a 

Power Automate job several 

ways.

 Trigger this as a nightly job.

 Hint: Add a note to this top 

block with a version #, so you 

quickly ensure the right 

version is in the right 

environment.

 Painstakingly initialize all 

variables, one after the 

other… 



Power Automate Variables

DO use variables to store 
values of

 Counters

 Store differences in Entity values 

(deactivate 

statecode/statuscode, name 

field name, GUID Field name)

 Environment Variables to store 

CRM BASE URL

Try not to use variables

 Because it is easier than figuring 

out the syntax

 Overhead for defining, setting, 

clearing variables you don’t 

really need is high



List Rows Using an 

Advanced Find Query

 Key takeaway: 

The rows returned by an advanced find query 

can be processed, row by row, 

` in a Power Automate flow.



To run advanced find 

in Power Automate

1. Create your advanced find query 2. Click the ‘Download Fetch XML’ button

3. Open the FetchXML in notepad, 
Select All, then COPY

4. PASTE into the “FetchXML Query” box inside 
of the List Rows action



Use ‘Expand Query’ to get 
DAE fields for each DAP

 The Expand Query 
makes it so fields from a 
related table can be 
combined with fields 
from the table you 
specify.

 In this case, the Data 
Audit Entity fields that 
return the name of the 
GUID field, singular and 
plural name of the 
entity, etc.



Diving into the Flow:

Apply to each DAP



Process each DAP

1.  Set the DAP 

Count variable

2.  If 0, Terminate

3. Else, “Apply to each”.

4. After processing ALL DAPs, email an HTML table
to yourself to let you know the job ran successfully



Apply to each DAP 

(advanced find query)

 Create a row in the DAJ Audit table.

 Each time we run this DAP through 

this flow, we will record a row in 

the DAJ table 

 Note that to create the one-to-

many relationship between the 

Data Audit Parameter table and 

the Data Audit Job Log table, set 

the lookup to the DAP record.  



List rows: Putting the POWER 

in Advanced Find

With this design, with just two fields in the 

Data Audit Parameter table, we can run 

any query against any Dataverse table!

Table Name Fetch XML Query

Plural Entity Name Query String



After running the query, 

check #Rows



Ensure we have rows to process

1. Count records returned by 

advanced find XML

2. If 0, Update DAJ with 0 records.

3. If more than the “Max Record 

Count”, Update DAJ, too    

many records..



Inner Loop: 

“Apply to each” record returned 

by the advanced find query



Delete/Deactivate/Create 

Dataverse Data

 Using the “Switch” control in Power Automate

 Depending on the “Operation to Perform” value in the DAP 

record (which you define), the flow can then (a) DEACTIVATE 

or (b) DELETE a Dataverse row or

(c) NOTIFY: Create a DAD (Data Audit Detail) 

record to notify your team about an issue with 

your data.



Deactivate: 

statuscode/statecode values

Dataverse tables have different values to indicate 

“Inactive” statuscode values, so get the value for 

this table in the DAE table.

This code below will set a record status for 

any entity to the statecode and statuscode

value pair you identify in the DAE table.



Delete a Row from the Dataverse

To delete a record, just need to supply:

- the entity or table name, 

- and the Row GUID.



“Notify” operation for data anomalies 

requiring human intervention

We create a DAD record for a 

data problem that needs 

investigation.

But as these data problems can 

take a while to resolve, and the 

job runs nightly, we want to first 

check and see if we already 

reported this anomaly.

(Query table for same GUID and 

entity)

So, if we find that we already 

created a record to investigate 

this problem, we just add a Note 

to that record indicating that this 

record is still problematic.



Hyperlink

 By storing the hyperlink that refers to the CRM record 

being investigated, a user simply opens the DAD 

record, and clicks that link to open the CRM record.

 The “CRM BASE URL” is an environment variable that 

points to the CRM org you are running the flow in.

 Entity Singular name and GUID are the only other 

variable needed



Create a DAD record to identify one 

problematic record

 DAD record identifies one data 

problem

 The “hotlink” will open the 

problematic Dataverse record

 Can link this DAD record to the other 

related data audit entities, DAJ and 

DAP

 Provide the GUID for the record to 

link to the record in your Azure 

backup, in case you need to restore 

the record, if this was a Delete 

operation

 Create INACTIVE DAD records for 

Delete and Deactivate, as no user 

interaction required.  (Notify are 

ACTIVE records for users to handle.)



Data Audit Process Flow Diagram



Bonus Tip: Audit the DAP table

 As it is so easy to create 
a DAP record that could 
delete all records in any 
table, I have done the 
following to ‘secure’ this 
process:

 Only System Admins 
have access to the DAP 
table or the DAE table.

 I have created 
ANOTHER Power 
Automate flow to alert 
me (via email) of 
changes made to key 
DAP fields.



1. Power Automate, coupled with 
Dataverse custom tables, are a powerful 
combination.

2. You can use a standard CRM advanced 
find query as the source of data that a 
scheduled Power Automate job can 
process, record by record.  

• Active Contacts linked to Inactive Accounts

• Qualified Leads not linked to Active Contacts

• (Delete) inactive contacts not modified in 90 days.

• YOUR BUSINESS USE CASES!!

Biggest Takeaways



Key Takeways, cntd.

 Create many jobs, each of which runs a different 
advanced find query on a different schedule

 Genericize the flow and process data from any entity

 Write out a log of each job, identifying the number of 
records processed

 Write out a log of data anomalies, each identifying the 
issue and giving the user a hyperlink to open the 
Dataverse record

3. By creating 4 custom Dataverse
tables, you can:



In a Power Automate flow, when you add 

a new action

Type DATAVERSE in the search bar

To find all the actions you can do with 

Power Automate and the Dataverse

Like “List Rows”, the star of this show.

What can Power Automate Do 

with Your Dataverse?



Dataverse Actions



Thanks for listening!

I’d be glad to help you implement your Data Quality 

Improvement framework!

Dave Carr, davidmlcarr@gmail.com

 Today’s PPT deck can be found on our website:

http://visionaryrules.com

 Along with a blog detailing my experiences as a new 

Power Automate user, with LOTS of links to great blogs. 

 Word doc providing more explicit Power Automate 

configuration for this solution.

mailto:davidmlcarr@gmail.com
http://visionaryrules.com/

